[A comparative study of experimental models for cardiac preservation through orthotopic transplantation].
Various kinds of models for canine heart preservation were evaluated through orthotopic transplantation. Following warm ischemic (WIT) and preservation times (PT), donor hearts were orthotopically transplanted to recipients and observed for 2 hours. The study was divided into four groups. A heart-lung preparation (Group A) was preserved by coronary perfusion with diluted blood for an hour following 15-minute WIT in A-1 (n = 33), and 2 hours following 30-minute WIT in A-2 (n = 19). Following 30-minute WIT, the heart (Group B) was preserved for an hour by coronary perfusion with diluted blood in B-1 (n = 20), a modified Krebs solution in B-2 (n = 14), and a EL-solution in B-2 (n = 14). Following 30-minute WIT, the heart (Group C) was preserved for 2 hours by a Langendorff's model with coronary perfusion using perfluorochemical in C-1 (n = 5) and Hydroxyethyl starch in C-2 (n = 1). In Group D, electromechanical arrest of the heart and coronary vascular washout were performed in D-1 (n = 8) with K+ cardioplegia, D-2 (n = 8) with K+-verapamil cardioplegia, and D-3 (n = 5) with Collins M-verapamil cardioplegia. The heart was then removed and suspended in the same solution. The graft was preserved at 4 degrees C for 6 hours in D-1 and D-2, and 24 hours in D-3. Fourty-eight % in A-1 and 26% in A-2 were successfully transplanted.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)